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S1. Mathematial formulation

The omplete multi-period spatial-expliit MILP formulation of SHIPMod extension is presented in this

setion. It is based on the work by [1℄ with multiple novelties. This formulation is omposed of the objetive

funtion and the onstraints for representing (i) the relation of liquid and ompressed hydrogen demand,

(ii) hydrogen and CO2 material balanes in eah region and in the reservoirs, (iii) apaity, evolution

and operation of hydrogen prodution plants, storage failities and �lling stations, (iv) loal and regional

hydrogen delivery via road transportation and pipelines as well as CO2 pipelines for arbon sequestration,

(v) CO2 reservoirs, and (vi) international imports. The detailed superstruture of the HSC for eah region

g and reservoir r in time period t is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The optimisation framework is based on a `neighbourhood �ow' approah [2℄. It onsists of the de�nition

of a subset of onnetions (g, g′) ∈ N ⊆ G × G where eah region g ∈ G is only linked to divisions g′ ∈ G
haraterised by being adjaent, as opposed to a full onnetivity matrix G×G where all regions are onneted,
whih would inrease the ombinatorial part of the problem. In this work, a material an �ow from the

origin to the destination point by the addition of sequential neighbourhood �ows through a sequene of

intermediate regions. Additionally, besides the set of onnetions between adjaent regions N, new links are

allowed between two regions g and g′ whih are not adjaent G × G / N if their diret distane is shorter

than the surrounding route passing by intermediate regions g′′ ∈ G for a spei� transportation mode l ∈ L.
Overall, it is possible to de�ne a subset of onnetions for transportation modes LN ⊆ L× G × G aording to:

Let (l, g, g′) ∈ E1 = L × N,
and (l, g, g′) ∈ E2 = L × (G × G / N) ∣ l lgg′ + lmargin ≤ min

g′′∈G ∣ (g,g′′)∈N

∧(g′′,g′)∈N

( l lgg′′ + l lg′′g′) ,
then (l, g, g′) ∈ LN = E1 ⋃ E2,

(S1)

where l lgg′ is the distane between g and g′ for transportation mode l. This de�nition is espeially relevant

for transportation modes l ∈ {Trailer,Tanker} due to the likely existene of intereptions in road onnetions.

S1.1. Objetive funtion

The optimisation framework seeks to minimise the total ost (TC), inluding apital investments re-

lated to the installation of new failities (FCC) and their orresponding operating osts (FOC), apital

investments (TCC) and operating osts (TOC) assoiated to hydrogen and CO2 transportation �inluding

road transportation and pipelines�, the ost assoiated to arbon emissions (CEC), and the expenditure on

international imports (IIC), as follows:

TC = FCC + TCC +FOC + TOC +CEC + IIC. (S2)

S1.1.1. Disount fators

In order to ompare the osts that our in di�erent time periods over the planning horizon under study,

the mathematial formulation inludes a disounted ash �ow analysis to alulate the present value of future

ash �ows. Capital osts are assumed to be dedued at the beginning of the time period of the investment,

whereas operating osts are added on an annual basis at the end of eah of the Υ years that ompose the

time period. Then, the disount fator of apital osts (dfct) and the summation of disount fators of

operating osts (dfot) for eah time period are:

dfct = 1

(1 + dr)(ot−1)Υ , ∀t ∈ T, (S3)

dfot = Υ∑
y=1

1

(1 + dr)(ot−1)Υ+y , ∀t ∈ T, (S4)

where ot represents the ordinal of time period t in the ordered set T and y ∈ {1, ...Υ} represents the years

that ompose eah time period. In some ases, the annuities of apital osts are required for the alulation

of �xed operating osts. These are determined by means of the apital reovery fator crf , aording to:

crf = dr (1 + dr)n
(1 + dr)n − 1 , (S5)
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where n is the eonomi life yle of apital investments.

S1.1.2. Residual values

The residual values of infrastruture assets at the end of the time horizon te are deduted in the alulation

of apital osts. Suh values are determined with a depreiation funtion that depends on the useful life of

eah element of the infrastruture and on the time period when it is aquired, namely the sum-of-years-digits

funtion.

S1.1.3. Failities apital ost

The failities apital ost (FCC) depends on the number of new hydrogen prodution plants, storage

failities and �lling stations (IPipjgt , ISisjgt and IFifjgt) installed in eah region g and time period t for

proessing produt i with tehnology p, s or f , respetively, and size j as follows:

FCC = ∑
t∈T
∑
g∈G

∑
(i,p,j)∈IPJ

(dfct pccipj − dfcte rvpipjt) IPipjgt

+ ∑
t∈T
∑
g∈G

∑
(i,s,j)∈ISJ

(dfct sccisj − dfcte rvsisjt) ISisjgt

+ ∑
t∈T
∑
g∈G

∑
(i,f,j)∈IFJ

(dfct fccifj − dfcte rvfifjt) IFifjgt ,

(S6)

where parameters pccipj , sccisj and fccifj stand for the future apital ost of a prodution, storage or �lling

station faility and rvpipjt, rvsisjt and rvfifjt represent the residual values at the �nal time of the time

horizon for a prodution, storage or �lling station faility onstruted during time period t. In this equation,

IPJ is the subset of prodution tehnologies and plant sales available for eah hydrogen form. Aordingly,

ISJ and IFJ are the subsets of storage and �lling tehnologies and sales for eah hydrogen form. Note that

the residual values are disounted at the �nal time te.

S1.1.4. Failities operating ost

The failities operating ost (FOC) depends on the prodution rate (PRipjgt) and storage inventory

(STisjgt) of hydrogen form i, prodution or storage tehnology p and s, respetively, and size j in region g

and time period t, aording to:

FOC = ∑
t∈T
∑
g∈G

∑
(i,p,j)∈IPJ

dfot α upcipj PRipjgt

+ ∑
t∈T
∑
g∈G

∑
(i,s,j)∈ISJ

dfot α uscisj STisjgt,
(S7)

where α is the annual network operating period and uscisj represents the unit storage ost of produt form

i, tehnology s, and size j. Similarly, upcipj represents the unit prodution ost of tehnology p, in this ase

inluding operation and maintenane as well as raw material osts.

S1.1.5. Loal and regional transportation apital ost

The transportation apital ost (TCC) is omposed of road transportation (RCC) and pipeline (PCC)

apital osts aording to:

TCC = RCC +PCC. (S8)

Road transportation apital ost (RCC) inludes the investment for loal and regional delivery of om-

pressed and liquid hydrogen, and is alulated with the number of new transportation units (

~ITU ilgt and

ITU ilgg′t) aquired for arrying produt i with transportation modes l ∈ {Trailer,Tanker} during time period

t in region g or between regions g and g′, respetively. Then, RCC is de�ned as follows:

RCC = ∑
t∈T

∑
l∈{Trailer,

Tanker}

∑
g∶(l,g)

∈LG

∑
i∶(i,l)

∈IL

(dfct tccil − dfcte rvtilt)~ITU ilgt

+ ∑
t∈T

∑
l∈{Trailer,

Tanker}

∑
(g,g′)∶

(l,g,g′)∈LN

∑
i∶(i,l)
∈IL

(dfct tccil − dfcte rvtilt) ITU ilgg′t,
(S9)
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where parameters tccil and rvtilt denote the apital ost and residual value per transportation unit. LN

is the subset of onnetions for transportation modes, LG is the subset of loal transportation modes for

regions. Similarly, IL is the subset of transportation modes for produt forms.

Regarding the pipeline apital ost (PCC), this is omposed of the investment for onstruting the new

pipe setions in eah time period, whih depends on the pipeline diameter and length. There are four

di�erent types of pipelines in the problem under study, namely loal and regional pipelines for hydrogen

distribution and transmission, and onshore and o�shore pipelines for CO2 transportation to olletion points

and to reservoirs for its sequestration. Then, binary variables

|Y dgt, Y dgg′t, Ydgg′t and Ydgrt indiate the

seletion of pipelines of diameter size d for eah type of pipeline in region g, between regions g and g′, or

between olletion points in regions g and reservoirs r in time period t and determine PCC aording to:

PCC = ∑
t∈T

∑
l∈{Pipe}

∑
g∶

(l,g)∈LG

∑
d∈qD

(dfct |cccd − dfcte |rvcdt)qllg |Y dgt

+ ∑
t∈T

∑
l∈{Pipe}

∑
(g,g′)∶

(l,g,g′)∈LN

∑
d∈D

(dfct cccd − dfcte rvcdt) l lgg′ Y dgg′t

+ ∑
t∈T

∑
(g,g′)∈CN

∑
d∈D
(dfct cccd − dfcte rvcdt) l gg′ Ydgg′t

+ ∑
t∈T

∑
(g,r)∈GR

∑
d∈D
(dfct cccd − dfcte rvcdt) l gr Ydgrt,

(S10)

where parameters |cccd, cccd, cccd and cccd are the apital osts per length unit for pipelines with diameter

size d, for eah type of pipeline. Aordingly, |rvcdt, rvcdt, rvcdt and rvcdt denote the residual values per

length unit for pipelines with diameter size d installed in time period t, for eah type of pipeline. Finally,

qllg,

l lgg′ , l gg′ and l gr denote the distane of hydrogen and CO2 transportation via pipelines, with l ∈ {Pipe}.
In this equation, CN is the subset of onnetions between regions for onshore CO2 pipelines and GR is the

subset of onnetions between regions and reservoirs for o�shore CO2 pipelines. Besides,

qD, D, D and D are

the subset of diameter sizes for eah type of pipeline.

S1.1.6. Loal and regional transportation operating ost

The transportation operating ost (TOC) is equally omposed of road transportation (ROC) and

pipelines (POC) operating osts:

TOC = ROC +POC. (S11)

The road transportation operating ost (ROC) inludes loal and regional fuel osts (

}FC and FC),

general osts (

}GC and GC), labour osts (}LC and LC), and maintenane osts (

}MC and MC), as presented

in the following equation:

ROC =}FC +}GC +}LC + }MC + FC +GC +LC +MC. (S12)

Essentially, loal and regional operating osts for delivering hydrogen via road transportation depend on the

�owrates of eah hydrogen type i ( qQilgt and Qilgg′t), and the go and return distanes (2 qllg and 2 l lgg′ ) in

region g and between regions g and g′ for road transportation modes l ∈ {Trailer,Tanker}. This way, loal
and regional fuel osts are given by:

}FC = ∑
t∈T

∑
l∈{Trailer,

Tanker}

∑
g∶(l,g)

∈LG

∑
i∶(i,l)

∈IL

dfot α fpil
2 qllg qQilgt

qfeil tcapil
, (S13)

FC = ∑
t∈T

∑
l∈{Trailer,

Tanker}

∑
(g,g′)∶

(l,g,g′)∈LN

∑
i∶(i,l)
∈IL

dfot α fpil
2 l lgg′ Qilgg′t

feil tcapil
, (S14)
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where α is the annual network operating period and parameters fpil, qfeil, feil and tcapil represent the fuel

prie, the loal and regional fuel eonomy and the unit apaity of road transportation mode l delivering

produt i. Similarly, loal and regional general osts are de�ned by:

}GC = ∑
t∈T

∑
l∈{Trailer,

Tanker}

∑
g∶(l,g)

∈LG

∑
i∶(i,l)

∈IL

dfot α geil
qQilgt

}tmail tcapil

⎛
⎝
2 qllg

qspil
+ lutil⎞⎠ , (S15)

GC = ∑
t∈T

∑
l∈{Trailer,

Tanker}

∑
(g,g′)∶

(l,g,g′)∈LN

∑
i∶(i,l)

∈IL

dfot α geil
Qilgg′t

tmail tcapil
(2 l lgg′

spil
+ lutil) , (S16)

where parameters geil, }tmail, tmail, qspil, spil, and lutil designate the general expenses, the loal and regional

availability, the loal and regional average speed, and the load and unload time of road transportation mode

l transporting produt type i. Next, loal and regional labour osts are de�ned aording to:

}LC = ∑
t∈T

∑
l∈{Trailer,

Tanker}

∑
g∶(l,g)

∈LG

∑
i∶(i,l)

∈IL

dfot α dwil

qQilgt

tcapil

⎛
⎝
2 qllg

qspil
+ lutil⎞⎠ , (S17)

LC = ∑
t∈T

∑
l∈{Trailer,

Tanker}

∑
(g,g′)∶

(l,g,g′)∈LN

∑
i∶(i,l)
∈IL

dfot α dwil

Qilgg′t

tcapil
(2 l lgg′

spil
+ lutil) , (S18)

where parameter dwil represents the driver wage of road transportation mode l transporting produt type

i. Finally, loal and regional maintenane osts are de�ned by:

}MC = ∑
t∈T

∑
l∈{Trailer,

Tanker}

∑
g∶(l,g)

∈LG

∑
i∶(i,l)

∈IL

dfot α meil
2 qllg qQilgt

tcapil
, (S19)

MC = ∑
t∈T

∑
l∈{Trailer,

Tanker}

∑
(g,g′)∶

(l,g,g′)∈LN

∑
i∶(i,l)
∈IL

dfot α meil
2 l lgg′ Qilgg′t

tcapil
, (S20)

where meil stands for the maintenane expenses of road transportation mode l transporting produt type i.

Regarding the pipeline operating ost (POC), it is onsidered proportional to the annuities of pipeline

apital ost (PCC) with a ratio δ and is de�ned by:

POC = ∑
t∈T

∑
l∈{Pipe}

∑
g∶

(l,g)∈LG

∑
d∈qD

dfot δ crf |cccd qllg }AY dgt

+ ∑
t∈T

∑
l∈{Pipe}

∑
(g,g′)∶

(l,g,g′)∈LN

∑
d∈D

dfot δ crf cccd l lgg′ AY dgg′t

+ ∑
t∈T

∑
(g,g′)∈CN

∑
d∈D

dfot δ crf cccd l gg′ AYdgg′t

+ ∑
t∈T

∑
(g,r)∈GR

∑
d∈D

dfot δ crf cccd l gr AYdgrt,

(S21)

where crf is the apital reovery fator for annualising the pipeline apital osts and

}AY dgt, AY dgg′t,

AYdgg′t and AYdgrt are binary variables that speify the availability of a pipeline of diameter size d in time

period t for eah type of pipeline.

S5



S1.1.7. Carbon emissions ost

The arbon emissions ost (CEC) is determined by the prodution rates PRipjgt and emission fators

γe
ipjt of eah produt type i, tehnology p and sale j reorded in all regions g and time periods t, as follows:

CEC = ∑
t∈T
∑
g∈G

∑
(i,p,j)∈IPJ

dfot α ctt γ
e
ipjt PRipjgt , (S22)

where ctt is the arbon prie per unit of CO2 emitted in time period t. Suh value is de�ned by UK and

European diretives suh that low-arbon solutions with GHG emission bellow the GHG emission targets

an be guaranteed.

S1.1.8. International import ost

In addition to national hydrogen prodution, liquid hydrogen an be also imported from overseas via

maritime transportation. The ost of imported hydrogen is alulated as follows:

IIC = ∑
t∈T
∑
g∈P

∑
i∈{LH2}

dfot α ip IMPigt, (S23)

where ip is the prie of imported liquid hydrogen and IMPigt is the import �ow rate of i ∈ {LH2} in time

period t in region g ∈ P, where P is the subset of regions with major liquid freight ports.

S1.2. Demand Constraints

The objetive of this problem is to fully satisfy a given hydrogen demand (demgt) per region g and time

period t. Suh demand an be supplied from liquid-gas and gas-gas �lling stations, whih aept hydrogen

in either liquid or ompressed form i ∈ {LH2,GH2}. The division of the total hydrogen demand into the two

forms i is represented by positive variable DEMigt aording to:

demgt = ∑
i∈I

DEMigt, ∀g ∈ G, t ∈ T. (S24)

Moreover, hydrogen an be distributed loally via road transportation or via pipelines with loal hydrogen

�owrates (

qQilgt), aording to:

DEMigt = ∑
l∶(i,l)∈IL

∧(l,g)∈LG

qQilgt, ∀i ∈ I, g ∈ G, t ∈ T. (S25)

S1.3. Mass Balane Constraints

The mass balane is de�ned for eah hydrogen type i, in every region g and time period t, suh that the

hydrogen prodution (PRipjgt) and input from other regions g′ (Qilg′gt) meets the hydrogen output to other

regions g′ (Qilgg′t) and supply (DEMigt) for ful�lling the demand, as follows:

∑
(p,j)∶

(i,p,j)∈IPJ

PRipjgt + ∑
l∶(i,l)
∈IL

∑
g′∶(l,g′,g)
∈LN

Qilg′gt + IMPigt = ∑
l∶(i,l)
∈IL

∑
g′∶(l,g,g′)
∈LN

Qilgg′t +DEMigt, ∀i ∈ I, g ∈ G, t ∈ T. (S26)

The CO2 mass balane should be likewise satis�ed in every region g and time period t in order to quantify

the infrastruture needs for CO2 sequestration. In this ase, the CO2 aptured in hydrogen prodution

plants (γc
ipjt PRipjgt) and the CO2 input via onshore pipelines from other regions g′ (Qg′gt) must be equal

to the CO2 output via onshore pipelines to other regions g′ (Qgg′t) and via o�shore pipelines to reservoirs r

(Qgrt), as follows:

∑
(i,p,j)
∈IPJ

γc
ipjt PRipjgt + ∑

g′∶(g′,g)
∈CN

Qg′gt = ∑
g′∶(g,g′)
∈CN

Qgg′t + ∑
r∶(g,r)
∈GR

Qgrt, g ∈ G, t ∈ T, (S27)

where parameter γc
ipjt denotes the oe�ient of CO2 apture for produing produt i by plant type p and

size j in time period t.
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S1.4. Prodution Constraints

The total prodution rate of hydrogen form i produed with tehnology p and size j in region g and time

period t is limited by the number of available plants (NPipjgt) and their minimum and maximum prodution

apaities (pcapmin
ipj and pcapmax

ipj ) as follows:

pcapmin
ijp NPipjgt ≤ PRipjgt ≤ pcapmax

ipj NPipjgt, ∀(i, p, j) ∈ IPJ, g ∈ G, t ∈ T. (S28)

For the spei� ase of distributed and small sales, hydrogen prodution an be only onsumed loally.

This way, the sum of distributed and small prodution rates PRipjgt in eah region g and time period t

annot exeed the orresponding demand, as established by:

∑
j∈{Small,

Distributed}

∑
p∶(i,p,j)

∈IPJ

PRipjgt ≤DEMigt, ∀i ∈ I, g ∈ G, t ∈ T. (S29)

The number of available prodution plants of eah type in region g during period t is determined by the

number of available prodution plants in the preeding period t− 1, the number of newly installed plants in

urrent period t and the number of plants installed in t − tp whose useful life Υ
p
has �nished, as given by:

NPipjgt = NPipjg,t−1 + IPipjgt − IPipjg,t−tp
ipj

, ∀(i, p, j) ∈ IPJ, g ∈ G, t ∈ T, (S30)

where t
p
ipj is equal to Υ

p/Υ. In the �rst period, the available plants in t−1 orrespond to the zero ondition,

namely the plants that have been installed previously to the planning horizon under study.

S1.5. Storage Constraints

The total average inventory of hydrogen form i stored in region g and period t is de�ned suh that the

hydrogen supply is guaranteed during a given storage period β, as given by:

∑
(s,j)∶

(i,s,j)∈ISJ

STisjgt = β DEMigt, ∀i ∈ I, g ∈ G, t ∈ T. (S31)

Like in the ase of the prodution rate, the total inventory of hydrogen form i that an be stored with

tehnology s and size j in region g and time period t is limited by the number of available storage failities

(NSisjgt) and their minimum and maximum storage apaity (scapmin
isj and scapmax

isj ) as follows:

scapmin
isj NSisjgt ≤ STisjgt ≤ scapmax

isj NSisjgt, ∀(i, s, j) ∈ ISJ, g ∈ G, t ∈ T. (S32)

The number of available storage failities of eah type in region g during period t is determined by the

number of available storage failities in the preeding period t−1, the number of newly installed failities in

urrent period t and the number of failities installed in t− ts whose useful life Υs
has �nished, as given by:

NSisjgt =NSisjg,t−1 + ISisjgt − ISisjg,t−ts , ∀(i, s, j) ∈ ISJ, g ∈ G, t ∈ T. (S33)

where ts is equal to Υ
s/Υ. In the �rst period, the available storage failities in t − 1 orrespond to the

failities that have been installed previously to the planning horizon under study.

S1.6. Filling Station Constraints

Similarly, the total �lling apaity of hydrogen form i with tehnology f and size j in region g and time

period t is determined by the number of available �lling stations (NFifjgt) and their maximum apaity

(fcapmax
ipj ) as follows:

DEMigt ≤ ∑
(f,j)∶

(i,f,j)∈IFJ

fcapmax
ifj NFifjgt, ∀i ∈ I, g ∈ G, t ∈ T. (S34)

S7



In the spei� ase of hydrogen prodution in a distributed sale, the hydrogen an be only supplied by

distributed gas-gas �lling stations. This way, the total distributed prodution rate of produt i is limited

by the total distributed gas-gas �lling apaity, aording to:

∑
p∶(i,p,j)

∈IPJ

PRipjgt ≤ ∑
j∶(i,f,j)

∈IFJ

fcapmax
ifj NFijfgt, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ {Distributed}, f ∈ {distributed gas-gas}, g ∈ G, t ∈ T.

(S35)

The number of available �lling stations of eah type in region g during period t is determined by the number

of available stations in the preeding period t − 1, the number of newly installed stations in urrent time

period t and the number of failities installed in t − tf whose useful life Υ
f
has �nished, as given by:

NFifjgt =NFifjg,t−1 + IFifjgt − IFifjg,t−tf , ∀(i, f, j) ∈ IFJ, g ∈ G, t ∈ T, (S36)

where tf is equal to Υ
f/Υ. In the �rst period, the available �lling stations in t − 1 orrespond to the zero

ondition, namely the stations that have been installed previously to the planning horizon under study.

S1.7. Road Transportation Constraints

Hydrogen road transportation takes plae through a disrete number of transportation units, namely

trailers and tankers for arrying ompressed and liquid hydrogen, respetively. The available number of

loal and regional transportation units (

NTU ilgt and NTU ilgg′t) required for moving hydrogen type i via

road transportation mode l ∈ {Trailer,Tanker} in region g and between regions g and g′ in time period t

depends on the hydrogen �owrates (

qQilgt and Qilgg′t), the go and return distanes (2 qllg and 2 l lgg′ ), the unit

apaity (tcapil), the transportation mode availability (

}tmail and tmail), the average speed ( qspil and spil)

and the load and unload time (lutil). Overall, the loal and regional transportation units are determined

by:

NTU ilgt ≥ qQilgt

}tmail tcapil

⎛
⎝
2qllg

qspil
+lutil⎞⎠ , ∀l ∈ {Trailer,Tanker}, i ∶ (i, l) ∈ IL, g ∶ (l, g) ∈ LG, t ∈ T, (S37)

NTU ilgg′t≥ Qilgg′t

tmail tcapil
(2 l lgg′
spil

+lutil), ∀l ∈ {Trailer,Tanker}, i ∶ (i, l) ∈ IL, (g, g′) ∶ (l, g, g′) ∈ LN, t ∈ T. (S38)
The number of available transportation units of eah type in region g or between regions g and g′ during

period t is determined by the number of available transportation units in the preeding period t − 1, the
number of newly aquired units in urrent period t and the number of units aquired in t − tt whose useful
life Υ

t
has �nished, as given by:

NTU ilgt =NTU ilg,t−1 +~ITU ilgt −~ITU ilg,t−tt ,∀l ∈ {Trailer,Tanker}, i ∶ (i, l) ∈ IL, g ∶ (l, g) ∈ LG, t ∈ T, (S39)

NTU ilgg′t =NTU ilgg′ ,t−1+ITU ilgg′t−ITU ilgg′ ,t−tt ,∀l ∈ {Trailer,Tanker}, i ∶ (i, l) ∈ IL, (g, g′) ∶ (l, g, g′) ∈ LN, t ∈ T.
(S40)

where tt is equal to Υ
t/Υ. In the �rst period, the available transportation units in t − 1 orrespond to the

zero ondition, namely the units that have been aquired previously to the planning horizon under study.

S1.8. Pipeline Constraints

Compressed hydrogen an be also transferred at loal and regional levels via distribution and transmis-

sion pipelines, respetively. Additionally, onshore and o�shore CO2 pipelines are required for transporting

the CO2 aptured in hydrogen prodution plants to CO2 olletion points �rst and, later, to the o�shore

reservoirs for its long-term storage. The availability of pipelines of diameter size d ∈ qD, D, D or D in region

g, between regions g and g′ or between region g and reservoir r, in time period t for eah type of pipeline

is represented by binary variables

}AY dgt, AY dgg′t, AYdgg′t and AYdgrt, respetively. The orresponding
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�owrates (

qQilgt, Qilgg′t, Qgg′t and Qgrt) of hydrogen gas and CO2 via pipelines, with l ∈ {Pipe}, are limited

by the maximum �owrate (qqmax
d , qmax

d , qmax
d and qmax

d ) of the seleted diameter size d, aording to:

qQilgt ≤ ∑
d∈qD

qqmax
d

}AY dgt, ∀ l ∈ {Pipe}, i ∈ {GH2}, g ∶ (l, g) ∈ LG, t ∈ T, (S41)

Qilgg′t ≤ ∑
d∈D

qmax
d AY dgg′t, ∀ l ∈ {Pipe}, i ∈ {GH2}, (g, g′) ∶ (l, g, g′) ∈ LN, t ∈ T, (S42)

Qgg′t ≤ ∑
d∈D

qmax
d AYdgg′t, ∀(g, g′) ∈ CN, t ∈ T, (S43)

Qgrt ≤ ∑
d∈D

qmax
d AYdgrt, ∀(g, r) ∈ GR, t ∈ T. (S44)

The availability of pipelines is determined by the availability of eah pipeline in the preeding period t − 1,
the new installation of pipelines in urrent time period t and the pipelines installed in t − tc whose useful

life Υ
c
has �nished, as following represented for eah type of pipelines:

}AY dgt =}AY dg,t−1 +|Y dgt −|Y dg,t−tc , ∀d ∈ qD, g ∶ (Pipe, g) ∈ LG, t ∈ T, (S45)

AY dgg′t = AY dgg′,t−1 + Y dgg′t − Y dgg′,t−tc , ∀d ∈ D, (g, g′) ∶ (Pipe, g, g′) ∈ LN, t ∈ T, (S46)

AYdgg′t = AYdgg′,t−1 + Ydgg′t − Ydgg′,t−tc , ∀d ∈ D, (g, g′) ∈ CN, t ∈ T, (S47)

AYdgrt = AYdgr,t−1 + Ydgrt − Ydgr,t−tc , ∀d ∈ D, (g, r) ∈ GR, t ∈ T. (S48)

The installation of more than one diameter size d is not allowed for any type of pipelines over the whole

timeframe, this is:

∑
d∈qD

}AY dgt ≤ 1, ∀g ∶ (Pipe, g) ∈ LG, t ∈ T, (S49)

∑
d∈D

AY dgg′t ≤ 1, ∀(g, g′) ∶ (Pipe, g, g′) ∈ LN, t ∈ T, (S50)

∑
d∈D

AYdgg′t ≤ 1, ∀(g, g′) ∈ CN, t ∈ T, (S51)

∑
d∈D

AYdgrt ≤ 1, ∀(g, r) ∈ GR, t ∈ T. (S52)

S1.9. Reservoirs

The inventory of CO2 is omputed through the CO2 material balane in reservoirs, as the CO2 inventory

level (RIrt) in reservoir r and time period t hast to be equal to the CO2 amount in the previous period t

plus the aumulated CO2 input in eah time period t, and reads as:

RIrt = RIr,t−1 +Υ α ∑
(g,r)∈GR

Qgrt, ∀r ∈ R, t ∈ T, (S53)

where Qgrt is the CO2 �owrate between region g and reservoir r and Υ α represents the duration of eah

time period in days. Additionally, reservoir r is only ative if it is onneted to a o�shore CO2 pipeline

that is available, determined by AYdgrt, and the inventory level an never exeed the maximum reservoir

apaity (rcapmax
r ):

RIrt ≤ ∑
d∈D

∑
g∶(g,r)∈GR

AYdgrt rcap
max
r , ∀r ∈ R, t ∈ T. (S54)

S1.10. Hydrogen import

The total amount of hydrogen import an be onstrained aording to the following equation:

∑
g∈P

∑
i∈{LH2}

IMPigt ≤ ι∑
g∈G

demgt, ∀t ∈ T, (S55)

where ι is the maximum perentage of international hydrogen imports over the total demand in eah period

t.
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Notation

Aronyms and abbreviations

BG biomass gasi�ation

CCS arbon apture and storage

CG oal gasi�ation

GH2 gas hydrogen

GHG greenhouse gas

HSC hydrogen supply hain

LH2 liquid hydrogen

MILP mixed-integer linear programming

SHIPMod Spatial hydrogen infrastruture planning Model

SMR steam methane reforming

WE water eletrolysis

Sets

d ∈ D diameter sizes of pipelines

f ∈ F �lling station types

g, g′ ∈ G regions

i, i′ ∈ I produt types

j ∈ J sizes of prodution, storage or �lling failities

l ∈ L transportation modes

p ∈ P prodution tehnologies

r ∈ R reservoirs

s ∈ S storage tehnologies

t ∈ T ordered time periods

y ∈ {1, ...Υ} years in eah time period

Subsets

(g, g′) ∈ N ⊆ G × G neighbouring regions

(g, g′) ∈ CN ⊆ G × G onnetions between regions for onshore CO2 pipelines

(g, r) ∈ GR ⊆ G × R onnetions between regions and reservoirs for o�shore CO2 pipelines

(i, f, j) ∈ IFJ ⊆ I × F × J ombinations of produt types, �lling tehnologies and �lling station sizes

(i, l) ∈ IL ⊆ I × L ombinations of produt types and transportation modes

(i, p, j) ∈ IPJ ⊆ I × P × J ombinations of produt types, prodution tehnologies and plant sizes

(i, s, j) ∈ ISJ ⊆ I × S × J ombinations of produt types, storage tehnologies and storage sizes

(l, g) ∈ LG ⊆ L × G transportation modes in regions

(l, g, g′) ∈ LN ⊆ L × G × G onnetions between regions for transportation modes

qd ∈ qD ⊆ D diameter sizes of loal hydrogen pipelines

d ∈ D ⊆ D diameter sizes of regional hydrogen pipelines

d ∈ D ⊆ D diameter sizes of onshore CO2 pipelines

d ∈ D ⊆ D diameter sizes of o�shore CO2 pipelines

g ∈ P ⊆ G regions with major liquid freight ports

Parameters

α annual network operating period (d y

−1
)

β storage time interval (d)
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γc
ipjt oe�ient of CO2 apture for produing produt i by plant type p and size j in time period t

(kg CO2 kg

−1
H2)

γe
ipjt oe�ient of CO2 emission for produing produt i by plant type p and size j in time period t

(kg CO2 kg

−1
H2)

δ ratio of pipeline operating osts to apital osts

ι maximum perentage of international hydrogen imports over the total demand (%)

Υ duration of time periods (y)

Υ
c

useful life of hydrogen and CO2 pipelines (y)

Υ
f

useful life of hydrogen �lling stations (y)

Υ
p

useful life of hydrogen prodution plants (y)

Υ
s

useful life of hydrogen storage failities (y)

Υ
t

useful life of hydrogen road transportation modes {Trailer,Tanker} (y)
|ay

0

qdg
initial availability of a loal hydrogen pipeline of diameter size

qd in region g (0-1)

ay0
dgg′

initial availability of a regional hydrogen pipeline of diameter size d between regions g and g′

(0-1)

ay0dgg′ initial availability of a onshore CO2 pipeline of diameter size d between regions g and g′ (0-1)

ay0dgr initial availability of a o�shore CO2 pipeline of diameter size d between olletion point in

regions g and reservoir r (0-1)

|ccc qd
apital osts of a loal hydrogen pipeline of diameter size

qd (¿ km

−1
)

ccc
d

apital osts of a regional hydrogen pipeline of diameter size d (¿ km

−1
)

cccd apital osts of an onshore CO2 pipeline of diameter size d (¿ km

−1
)

cccd apital osts of an o�shore CO2 pipeline of diameter size d (¿ km

−1
)

rf apital reovery fator

ctt arbon tax in time period t (¿ kg

−1
CO2)

demgt total hydrogen demand in region g in time period t (kg H2 d

−1
)

dft disount fator for apital osts in time period t

dfot disount fator for operating osts in time period t
|dia qd

diameter of a loal hydrogen pipeline of diameter size

qd (m)

dia
d

diameter of a regional hydrogen pipeline of diameter size d (m)

diad diameter of a onshore CO2 pipeline of diameter size d (m)

diad diameter of a o�shore CO2 pipeline of diameter size d (m)

dr disount rate (%)

dwil driver wage of road transportation mode l transporting produt type i (¿ h

−1
)

fap

max
ifj maximum apaity of a �lling station of type f and size j supplying produt type i (kg H2 d

−1
)

fccifj apital ost of �lling station type f and size j for produt type i (¿)

|feil loal fuel eonomy of road transportation mode l transporting produt type i within a region

(km l

−1
)

feil regional fuel eonomy of road transportation mode l transporting produt type i between two

regions (km l

−1
)

fpil fuel prie of road transportation mode l transporting produt i (¿ l

−1
)

geil general expenses of road transportation mode l transporting produt type i (¿ d

−1
)

ip prie of imported liquid hydrogen (¿ kg

−1
H2)

qllg loal delivery distane of hydrogen transportation mode l in region g (km)

l lgg′ regional delivery distane of hydrogen transportation mode l between regions g and g′ (km)

l gg′ delivery distane of a onshore CO2 pipeline between regions g and g′ (km)
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l gr delivery distane of a o�shore CO2 pipeline between a olletion point in region g and a reservoir

r (km)

lmargin distane margin for establishing a diret route between two non-adjaent regions (km)

lutil load and unload time of road transportation mode l transporting produt type i (h)

meil maintenane expenses of road transportation mode l transporting produt type i (¿ km

−1
)

n eonomi life yle of apital investments (y)

nf0

ifjg initial number of hydrogen �lling stations of type f and size j for produt type i in region g

np0ipjg initial number of hydrogen prodution plants of tehnology p and size j produing produt type

i in region g

ns0isjg initial number of hydrogen storage failities of type s and size j storing produt type i in region

g

ot order of time period t in the ordered set T

pcapmax
ipj maximum apaity of a hydrogen prodution plant of type p and size j produing produt type

i (kg H2 d

−1
)

pcapmin
ipj minimum apaity of a hydrogen prodution plant of type p and size j produing produt type

i (kg H2 d

−1
)

pccipj apital ost of a prodution plant of type p and size j produing produt type i (¿)

qqmax
qd

maximum �owrate in a loal hydrogen pipeline of diameter size

qd (kg H2 d

−1
)

qmax

d
maximum �owrate in a regional hydrogen pipeline of diameter size d (kg H2 d

−1
)

qmax
d maximum �owrate in a onshore CO2 pipeline of diameter size d (kg CO2 d

−1
)

qmax
d maximum �owrate in a o�shore CO2 pipeline of diameter size d (kg CO2 d

−1
)

rap

max
r total apaity of reservoir r (kg CO2-eq)

ri0 initial CO2 inventory in reservoir r (kg CO2)

|rvc qdt
residual value of a loal hydrogen pipeline of diameter size

qd built in time period t, alulated

at the �nal time (¿ km

−1
)

rvc
dt

residual value of a regional hydrogen pipeline of diameter size d built in time period t, alulated

at the �nal time (¿ km

−1
)

rvcdt residual value of an onshore CO2 pipeline of diameter size d built in time period t, alulated

at the �nal time (¿ km

−1
)

rvcdt residual value of an o�shore CO2 pipeline of diameter size d built in time period t, alulated

at the �nal time (¿ km

−1
)

rvfifjt residual value of a �lling station of type f and size j for produt type i built in time period t,

alulated at the �nal time (¿)

rvpipjt residual value of a hydrogen prodution plant of type p and size j produing produt type i

built in time period t, alulated at the �nal time (¿)

rvsisjt residual value of a storage faility of type s and size j storing produt type i built in time

period t, alulated at the �nal time (¿)

rvtilt residual value of road transportation mode l of produt type i aquired in time period t,

alulated at the �nal time (¿ unit

−1
)

scapmax
isj maximum apaity of a storage faility of type s and size j storing produt type i (kg H2)

scapmin
isj minimum apaity of a storage faility of type s and size j storing produt type i (kg H2)

sccisj apital ost of a storage faility of type s and size j storing produt type i (¿)

qspil loal average speed of road transportation mode l transporting produt type i within a region

(km h

−1
)

spil regional average speed of road transportation mode l transporting produt type i between two

regions (km h

−1
)

tcapil apaity of road transportation mode l transporting produt type i (kg H2 unit

−1
)
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tccil apital ost of establishing a road transportation unit of transportation mode l delivering prod-

ut type i (¿ unit

−1
)

}tmail loal availability of road transportation mode l transporting produt i within a region (h d

−1
)

tmail regional availability of road transportation mode l transporting produt i between two regions

(h d

−1
)

upcipj unit prodution ost for produing produt type i in a prodution plant of type p and size j (¿

kg

−1
H2)

uscisj unit storage ost for storing produt type i in a storage faility of type s and size j (¿ kg

−1
H2

d

−1
)

Integer variables

IF ifjgt investment of new �lling stations of type f and size j for produt type i in region g in time

period t

IP ipjgt investment of new plants of type p and size j produing produt type i in region g in time

period t

IS isjgt investment of new storage failities of type s and size j storing produt type i in region g in

time period t
~ITU ilgt number of new transportation units of type l and produt type i for loal transportation by

road in region gaquired in time period t

ITU ilgg′t number of new transportation units of type l and produt type i for regional transportation by

road from regions g to g′ aquired in time period t

NF ifjgt number of �lling stations of type f and size j for produt type i in region g in time period t

NP ipjgt number of plants of type p and size j produing produt type i in region g in time period t

NS isjgt number of storage failities of type s and size j storing produt type i in region g in time period

t
NTU ilgt number of transportation units of type l and produt type i for loal transportation by road in

region g in time period t

NTU ilgg′t number of transportation units of type l and produt type i for regional transportation by road

from regions g to g′ in time period t

Binary variables

}AY qdgt
availability of hydrogen pipelines of diameter size

qd for loal distribution in region g in time

period t

AY
dgg′t

availability of a hydrogen pipeline of diameter size d between regions g and g′ in time period t

AYdgg′t availability of a onshore CO2 pipeline of diameter size d between regions g and g′ in time period

t

AYdgrt availability of a o�shore CO2 pipeline of diameter size d between olletion point in region g

and reservoir r in time period t
|Y qdgt

establishment of hydrogen pipelines of diameter size

qd for loal distribution in region g in time

period t

Y
dgg′t

establishment of a hydrogen pipeline of diameter size d between regions g and g′ in time period

t

Ydgg′t establishment of a onshore CO2 pipeline of diameter size d between regions g and g′ in time

period t

Ydgrt establishment of a o�shore CO2 pipeline of diameter size d between olletion point in region

g and reservoir r in time period t

Continuous variables

CEC arbon emissions ost (¿)
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DEM igt total demand for produt type i in region g in time period t (kg H2 d

−1
)

}FC fuel ost for loal transport (¿)

FC fuel ost for regional transport (¿)

FCC failities apital ost (¿)

FOC faility operating ost (¿)

}GC general ost for loal transport (¿)

GC general ost for regional transport (¿)

IIC international import ost (¿)

IMP igt �ow rate of international import of produt type i ∈ {LH2} in region g in time period t (kg H2

d

−1
)

}LC labour ost for loal transport (¿)

LC labour ost for regional transport (¿)

}MC maintenane ost for loal transport (¿)

MC maintenane ost for regional transport (¿)

PCC pipeline apital ost (¿)

POC pipeline operating ost (¿)

PRipjgt prodution rate of produt type i produed by a plant of type j and size p in region g in time

period t (kg H2 d

−1
)

qQilgt loal �owrate of produt type i via transportation mode l in region g in time period t (kg H2

d

−1
)

Qilgg′t regional �owrate of produt type i via transportation mode l between regions g and g′ in time

period t (kg H2 d

−1
)

Qgg′t regional �owrate of CO2 via onshore pipelines between regions g and g′ in time period t (kg

CO2 d

−1
)

Qgrt �owrate of CO2 via o�shore pipelines from a olletion point in region g to a reservoir r in time

period t (kg CO2 d

−1
)

RCC road transportation apital ost (¿)

RIrt inventory of CO2 in reservoir r in time period t (kg CO2-eq)

ROC road transportation operating ost (¿)

STisjgt average inventory of produt type i stored in a storage faility of type s and size j in region g

in time period t (kg H2)

TC total supply hain ost (¿)

TCC transportation apital ost (¿)

TOC Transportation operating ost (¿)
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